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Outline of Briefing
• History Leading to Current Process
• Backdrop to Current Planning
for Transit in Middle Tennessee

• What We’re Hearing from
Nashvillians
• Next Steps and Anticipated
Metro Council Involvement
• Discussion
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History Behind nMotion
• 2009 MTA Master Plan and
Planned Update
• Connection to NashvilleNext
• Amp Aftermath
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Connection to Nashville Next
• Extension of over-arching
themes with respect to
accessibility, inclusion, high
capacity transit, etc.

Nashville Next Identified
Transit Priority Corridors

• Operationalize and further
explore values and goals
expressed by Nashvillians
through Nashville Next into
operating plans, budgets,
goals and performance
objectives.
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Backdrop: Other Connections
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Backdrop to Current Transit Plans
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nMotion Process

January - July

July - October

November - February

Spring 2016
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nMotion Process
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What We’re Hearing From Nashvillians
• Convenience
–
–
–
–
–

Simplicity
Span
Frequency
Travel Speed
Directness (“Straight Lines”)

• Dependability
– On-Time Performance
– Predictability

• Safety
– Access to/from Transit
– Perception of Personal Security
at Stop
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Next Steps
• Additional engagements in Council
Districts and neighborhoods
– Targeted outreach to underrepresented
populations

STATE OF THE MTA SYSTEM REPORT
JULY 2015

• Familiarity with possible strategies and
operating environment
TRANSIT STRATEGIES

COMMUTER RAIL

• Engagement with other Metro
departments and related agencies
• Future Briefings for Council Committees

Commuter rail is passenger rail service that is designed to transport large volumes of passengers long distances in a fast
and comfortable manner. The primary market for commuter rail service is usually commuters to and from city centers.
However, many commuter rail lines also provide regional and all day service. The major benefits of commuter rail
service are:

 Comfortable and fast service, often faster than driving
 Easy to understand and use
 Efficient way to transport large volumes of people
MINNEAPOLIS NORTHSTAR

NASHVILLE MUSIC CITY STAR

Common elements of commuter rail service include:


Vehicles: Most American commuter rail trains consist of a locomotive and multiple passenger cars, but some
consist of multiple self-propelled cars. Most American commuter rail systems are diesel-powers, but a few are
electric-powered.



Length: Most commuter rail lines are designed to serve long distance travel, and lines that range from 20 to
50 miles are most common.



Station Spacing: To provide competitive travel times, stations are spaced widely apart, typically every three
to five miles, and often longer.



• Eventual budget implications with
Mayor/ Council priorities

Access and Station Facilities: Most commuter rail stations rely heavily on park and ride access, and thus
most include parking, and many facilities can be very large. Other station facilities include platforms, and
depending upon boarding volumes, either simple shelters or enclosed waiting areas. They also commonly
include other elements such as real-time passenger information, ticket vending, and bicycle parking.



Capacity: Commuter rail coaches can be either single or double level. Single level coaches can seat up to 125
passengers and bi-levels coaches can seat up to 185 passengers. Train lengths of up to 10 cars are common in
major commuter rail systems, and can seat over 1,500 passengers. Smaller systems often run two-car trains,
which seat approximately 350 passengers.1

With a two car train, one car must be a “cab car” from which the train operator controls the train when it is being
pushed by the locomotive, which reduces the number of seats in that car.
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Discussion
Visit our Web site: NashvilleMTA.org
Email: Steve.Bland@nashville.gov ; Eric.Beyer@nashville.gov
2015 Strategic Plan:
Email: MTA.nMotion@nashville.gov
Website: nMotion 2015.org
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